
DESCRIPTION COACHING POINTS DIAGRAM

GAME 1

GAME 2

Scrimmage

AGE: 4 - 6 years
TOPIC: Spacing

FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players should try to move laterally to ensure they are 
not stood behind the middles player

SECOND COACHING POINT 
A receiving player must change direction and try to fool 
the interceptor


FIRST COACHING POINT  
Players should be stood up-right and plant close to the 
ball - after kicking they should follow through towards 
their target

SECOND COACHING POINT  
Once a player kicks the ball they should take a step in 
the direction of the ball to help with the momentum


FIRST COACHING POINT 
Try to keep the game flowing without breaking the play 
too often- have plenty of spare balls so that if it goes out 
you can toss a new one in. If you see a player being shy 
or hanging by the goal we can give them the ball and help 
them dribble up the field. 

Try to find instances to reiterate your coaching points - be 
quick and concise - feel free to hi-light the positives as 
well as negatives to show the players your pointers. Look 
out for:

1) Players stood still and not helping their teammate
2) Players running alongside each other as they attack
3) One player trying to dribble and not using their 

support

Soccer Bowling - 20x20 yard grid. Line a four yard channel in the middle and set up your traffic cones within the channel. Divide your players 
in half and set them to either side of the traffic cones. They will work with a partner to kick the ball back-and-forth to try and knock down the 
cones, if they knock one down they must collect it and we will see who can score the most. To progress you now instruct the players not to 
hit the cones. You should space them about two yards apart and then move them closer on round two/three. This time the team with the 
least cones knocked over will win. 

Soccer bowling 2: same set-up as above but this time divide your players in to threes- one player will go in the middle channel and act as 
the cone - they open their legs and the kickers will try to get it through their legs to the third player. All players are working together. The 
channel player may move to make sure the kick goes through their legs. You can progress this by now asking the middle players to block the 
kicks - now the kickers and receivers must move the ball and themselves to ensure the channel player doesn’t intercept it. 


If you have smaller group you can take a ball away once it is intercepted. If you have a larger group then have the channel players to count 
how many balls the intercept. In all cases make sure you rotate through so each player gets to kick and play in the channel. 


Game time - 30x20 yard field with a small goal at each end - no goalkeepers - try to balance teams to play 3v3 (you may have a team of four 
if you have a few newer players, or a team of two if you have stronger players). The goal is to have every player involved and kicking the ball 
regularly



